IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE) is a global professional organization dedicated to inspiring, engaging and advancing women in technical disciplines globally.

I CHANGE THE WORLD. I AM AN ENGINEER.

Why IEEE WIE Membership?
• Access to award winning IEEE WIE Magazine 2 issues/yr
• Access to IEEE WIE Newsletter
• Discounted registration to annual IEEE WIE International Leadership Conference and Summits
• IEEE WIE awards and travel grants
• Participate in exclusive IEEE WIE contests
• Volunteer Opportunities
• Appointments to IEEE WIE Committee

Engage with IEEE WIE
• STAR Program - providing mentoring, networking and growth through pre-university outreach activities
• Networking opportunities at IEEE Events, Forums, Receptions, and Career Fairs
• Webinars
• Local IEEE WIE Affinity Group activities
• IEEE WIE channel on IEEE.tv
• IEEE Collabratec™ Women in Leadership Community

IEEE WIE Membership by Regions
1.9% Canada
15.3% United States
12.3% Latin America
17.1% Europe, Middle East, Africa
53.4% India, China, Pacific Rim

20,000+ IEEE WIE Members
800+ IEEE WIE Affinity Groups
100+ Countries

IEEE WIE Magazine
• Winner of the 2008, 2010-2017 Apex Award

Visit wie.ieee.org/join

@wieilc